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Paleo Salad Dressings: Guaranteed to be Healthy and Fresh because you Make it YourselfIf

you are anything like me, you have high standards for what goes into your body. But it’s not

easy to eat healthy if you have to buy processed food products at your local grocery store.I

used to spend so much time reading label after label before I bought any salad dressing in the

store; it was exhausting! And it was almost impossible to find natural ingredients with no

preservatives, healthy fats, low salt, and without high fructose corn syrup….Not to mention a

fresh non processed flavor.Well, as they say, ‘out of frustration will emerge a new discovery.’

And that it did.I learned that if you want salad dressings with fresh flavor, healthy ingredients

and that follow the Paleo diet you’re going to have to make them at home.Here are a few

Recipes You Will Discover InsideLemon VignetteAsian DressingMock Ranch DressingPaleo

Caesar SaladAnd MANY more!Would You Like to Know More?This book contains over two

dozen Paleo Salad Dressing recipes that are easy to make fresh in your blender or shaker

bottle. Are you ready to say ‘No’ to processed salad dressings and make your own healthy and

fresh Paleo style at home?STOP WAITING!Scroll up and purchase Paleo Approved Salad

Dressing Delight
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